The paper describes a name and attribute cache(NACache) in a distributed NFS server. The distributed NFS server provides the identical NFS service as the common NFS server and no modification to NFS client software. The NACache stores the metadata information of the distributed server and employs the prefetching approach to optimize the performance of metadata operations. It retrieves all file attributes and names in a single request and stores them in the NACache. In the paper, the design and implementation of the NACache in the distributed NFS server is presented. And the performance of our system is evaluated via the Andrew Benchmark. According to the experimental results, we conclude that the NACache can improve the system performance substantially and the perfetching approach can increase the hit rate in the cold cache state significantly.
Introduction
As a simple and effective network file system, NFS has been widely used across variety of computer systems. NFS protocol is designed to support the various network types and operating systems. However, the stand-alone NFS server is difficult to keep up with the demand of the sharply increasing file services. To provide a scalable and high performance NFS server, we designed and implemented a distributed NFS server that consists of multiple independent servers connected by high speed network.
With the explosive development of Internet, the service providers have to continuously upgrade their hardware to follow the users' demands. We developed a prototype of a distributed NFS server on a cluster of workstations. The distributed NFS server manages the files and directories dispersedly and each machine in the system can provide identical NFS service to clients. When a client mounts one machine in the system, it can access the whole file space in the cluster. We introduce a distributed naming mechanism [1] to improve the system performance, scalability and availability. Many research results [2, 3] show that lookup is the most common NFS operation to reach an NFS server. A name and attribute cache, called NACache, with prefetching is presented in the paper. Due to the distributed metadata, NACache is quite effective to improve the server performance for metadata access. It is very important to an NFS server to reduce the response time for metadata operation.
Deceit [4] is a prototype of distributed NFS too. The main difference between Deceit and our distributed NFS server is the cache management. We introduce the NACache with prefetching into our distributed NFS server to improve the performance substantially. Mether-NFS [5] adopted another method to implement the distributed NFS service. It implements a DSM as part of the file system space and provides a shared memory space for a cluster of computers. However our distributed system is based on message passing mechanism. In addtion, we can construct a distributed NFS server based on the traditional distributed file systems, such as AFS [6] , Coda [7] and xFS [8] . However, they do not optimize the performance of the file systems according to the characteristic of the NFS protocol.
In the paper we describe the organization and structure of the NACache in our distributed NFS server. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 compares our system to related work. Section 3 minutely describes the design of the distributed NFS server. Section 4 presents the architecture of NACache with prefetching and Section 5 provides and analyses the experimental results of the NACache. Section 6 concludes this paper.
Distributed NFS Server
With the sharply increasing of network technology, the stand-alone server is hard to carry the burden of abundant requests. So the distributed NFS server is presented to augment the processing power and storage space. If the administrator finds that the system can not support so many users, he may add some new servers into the distributed server without any modification to clients' programs and configurations. In order to minimize the users' interference, we make the most of modifications in the server side. As show Figure 1 , the clients can access the whole distributed NFS server via one node in the cluster. For example, when client 1 mounts server 1, it can access the entire file space exported by the distributed NFS server and these data are distributed across the nodes in the cluster system. Due to metadata and data are stored on different servers, caching is an effective way to reduce the internal traffic between cooperative servers. We find the metadata-related operations are major in NFS communication, such as lookup, getattr and readdir. When the NACache is introduced into the distributed system, most metadata requests from the clients can be satisfied by the NACache located in the mounted server.
Prefetching and Caching Metadata
In order to improve the distributed NFS server, we designed and implemented a name and attribute cache, NACache in our server. NACache stores the file attributes and handles on server-side and reduces the network hops when a request processed by the NFS server.
NFS Operation
Most of the NFS operations are related to metadata management, including 11 operations: lookup, readdir, getattr, setattr, readlink, link, symlink, unlink, mkdir, rmdir, and rename. In UNIX environment, NFS clients are implemented below the VFS layer. The system calls of file systems are decomposed to a collection of VFS operations. NFS clients implement its protocol under the VFS layer independent on the operating systems. NFS client program generally maintains a cache mapping the file or directory to file ID. In UNIX, the component-by-component lookup approach is used to resolve the file path. In NFS client, a cache entry is treated as validate in 30 seconds. When the entry is reused after 30 seconds, a time-stamp validation request will be sent to server to validate it via the getattr operation. When the metadata is manipulated in one node of the system, a name and attribute cache is necessary to reduce the amount of requests crossing the servers. As shown in Figure 2 , a client request will be forwarded to the destination by the server which the client mounts. If there is a name and attribute cache is located in the server 1, the requests from clients may be satisfied in server 1 and are not needed to forward to other servers. The file ID represents to a file or directory. The operation lookup(0x4000215E, "f1") means to look up the file "f1" under the directory with ID 0x4000215E. The high 4 bits of the ID means the metadata location of the file or directory and the directory is located in server 4.
NACache with Prefetching
The name and attribute cache is one of most important structure in our distributed NFS server. Hash approach is employed to lookup in the NACache. If a hash conflict occurs, the subsequent entry will be linked to the same hash node to form a Hash Chain. There are five fields in each cache entry as shown in Figure 3 , including Hash Chain, Free Chain, LRU Chain, Key and Inode. The Free Chain and LRU Chain consist of the free and used cache entry respectively. The Key field in a cache entry is a tuple of (handle of the directory, file name in the directory). And the Inode field contains all information about the file in the directory. According to our test results, the rate of no hash conflict is about 70% and the rate of once hash conflict is about 23%. So the Hash Chain method will not degrade the rehash performance very much. When searching a key in the NACache, we firstly determine if it is in the Hash Chain. If the key is in Hash Chain, we retrieve the Inode field from the NACache and return it; if the key is not in Hash Chain, we have to retrieve the Inode field from the corresponding server, add the entry into the NACache and return the Inode field. We use the LRU algorithm to replace the cache entries.
In NFS version 2 protocol, readdir is used to fetch the directory information from NFS server. It returns the file name list of a given directory. And no file handles and attributes are returned. When a UNIX user type "ls -l directory" to browse a directory containing 30 entries, the ls command opens the directory and reads it, and then calls stat 30 times to retrieve the attributes of the 30 files and directories. In NFS version 2, a readdir request would be followed by 30 sequential lookup operations to retrieve the file attributes and file handles(including sub-directories). We prefetch the attributes and file handles in a single operation when a readdir request arrives at a server. So the following 30 lookup operations can be satisfied in the NACache, significantly reducing the internal network cost.
An Inode information may be cached on multiple machines. A directory-based consistency protocol is implemented in our NACache. When an Inode information is modified, the server storing the information will notify the servers which cache the Inode to invalidate the cache. The method is simple and easily implemented.
Experimental Results
We implemented our distributed NFS server on a Linux cluster which comprises 8 dual Pentium II 400 machines connected by 100Mbps Ethernet. We use the Andrew Benchmark [9] to test the system performance. Also we test the performance of command "ls -l" to evaluate the effect of the prefetching in the NACache. The Andrew Benchmark is composed of five phases: making the directories, copying the files, scanning the directory tree, searching a word in all files and compiling the programs in the directory. The benchmark covers the basic operations in file systems and the last phase is a practical application. We select the MPICH source tree as the dataset which consists of 138 directories, 2613 files and 241 symbolic links and the size is more than 16Mbytes. We test the execution time of each phase in Andrew Benchmark on three file systems. Ext2 is the native file system in Linux operating system. It is a local file system so it has the best performance among the three file systems. The common NFS server is implemented in the kernel level and our distributed NFS is implemented in the user level. Our experiment is on one client, so the processing capability of different systems is compared. The distributed NFS server has the comparable performance with the single NFS, especially in Phase 3. Phase 3 focuses on the performance of reading metadata. We can believe that the NACache with perfetching contributes to the improvement. From Figure 4 , we observe that the distributed NFS server has worse performance on the data operations because the data cache is still absent in the system. Now we are developing a unique cache which integrates the memory and disk file cache into one cache space to improve the performance on data operations. In addition, perfetching metadata improves the hit rates of the NACache. We use command "find . -print -exec ls -l {} \; >/dev/null" to recursively scan the Linux source tree. The execution time of above command is recorded in the following NACache. In the case of cold cache, when the prefetching function is not included in the NACache, the lookup operations always miss because the cache is empty and these metadata are accessed only once. However, when the prefetching function is included into the NACache, most of lookup operations can be served by the NACache because these cache entries are prefetched via readdir operations. The experiment shows the effect of the prefetching in the NACache. Although the test is not based on tracing data, the prefetching method optimizes the cache performance in fact when the cache is in the cold state. Prefetching metadata in a single readdir is an optimistic way to improve cache performance.
Summary
Our distributed NFS server provides a solution of constructing scalable NFS services. It can eliminate the possible bottleneck caused by the central server. Distributing the metadata and real data across multiple servers is the major contribution of the distributed NFS server. The NACache improves the performance of the distributed server significantly. It reduces the internal traffic and the response time for client requests. Moreover modification and reconfiguration to clients are not needed. The clients can access a transparent distributed NFS server as a single server.
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